
The Universe is Expanding? 
 

       Famous Scientist and their Mistaken Discovery- Now it’s lawfully- 100% Purified 

 

Shahidur Rahman Sikder: Just by the more faculty research, see the following information 

is unraveling of a mystery, about Completed New Discovery of the Universe. 

 Edwin P. Hubble said- universe is expanding. I am saying expended velocity of the 

universe is going forward towards the critical radius. 

Consequently lawfully, Famous Scientist has made Mistaken Discovery, now it’s 100% 

Purified. From long time- People & Students have been receiving education- The Blunder 

discovery and in my research- results- it’s now 100% completed. 

 

 



Edwin Hubble between Me - Completed New Discovery of the Universe 

 

 
 

The above the image or picture is of Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble- using the telescope, 

Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble first observed the distribution of galaxies in space. Scientists 

discovered that the universe is expanding and lawfully, Nobel foundation gave Nobel Prize to the 

scientist in 1929.  

 

Edwin Hubble looked by the telescope- He said- The Universe is expanding yet- from my 

theoretical research result, People can find that- The Universe is not expanding; expended 

velocity of the universe is going forward towards the critical radius. 

 

Who is right about the expanding Universe! People found out from the following 

gravitation theory- “Gravitational worlds, they are moving or changing the orbit with all 

their family members depending on the nuclear of each other” In this way; The gravitational 

worlds of the nuclear circle of the gravitational worlds, they are expandable with other in the 

orbits around nucleus, resulting this it seems that the universe is expanding.  

 

From my researhch result- people can take the resolution that- In our present location and present 

time- The Universe is not expanding.  

Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble found that most of the galaxies outside of the local group are 

receding from us, and the ones further away are retreat in the fastest. From Hubble’s observation, 

scientists discovered that the universe is expanding. 

From My Research Results: Rule of Big Bang, Rule of Evolution, Rule of Gravitation & 

Rule of Time, people can change concepts about the expanding Universe. 

According to Rule of Big Bang Theory, in my research results- as I see it, nearly 14 billion 

years ago i.e. at beginning of the creation, a part of the power of the transcendent or primordial 

black hole or the Infinite/Allah/God/Nature it became divisible as a result of the big bang. The 

part of energy was divided in the beginning of creation from the large field of dark energy, which 



was below 50% of total energy. As I see it, 25% of energy was divided by the big bang and still 

75% energy was in the primordial black hole or beginning of creation. In the most of natural 

power is reserved in the prinordial black hole/Infinite/Allah/God or Nature from which, the 

world of gravitation become influenced. Hence, the Universe stopped Expanding. Divisible 

or divided Dark energy was 25% & the rest was still 75% Dark energy. From the transcendent 

or from the primordial black hole or Infinite/Allah/God/Nature, some parts of energy had been 

divided through big bang, so, there is large field of energy from where the big crunch had 

become.  

According to Rule of evolution theory- Everything of the world of matter is the result of 

evolution from the divisible or divided power of the primordial black hole or the 

Creator/Infinite/Allah/God. As a result of the research carried out for getting the solutions 

of these, nearly 14 billion years ago, by the big bang- 25% divisible power started 

evolution. As I see it, the Dark energy or power of primordial black hole or Power of the 

Infinite/Allah/God is still 75% and only 25% of divisible or divided power is rolling - moving 

and always is changing in the universe- after the Big Bang. The changing function of the 

universe is going on always i.e. everything of the real world is always evolving changing and by 

overcoming the steps of change come, various faced physics. The changing function of 

everything in the universe is going on always and the present scenery is not similar with past and 

also will not resemble with the future. When the velocity of the energy reduced then the changes 

began in the attraction of gravitation of the Primordial black hole or Infinite or Allah or the God. 

Again, by the telescope, Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble first observed the distribution of galaxies 

in space. Edwin Hubble looked by the telescope- The Universe is expanding. Yet in naked eyes 

or through telescope is the evolution/variable from our angle of vision. In this way we can 

not find out present positions of any place of space and we can’t find out the present pictures of 

any place of space or structure of sketch of the universe. Just at this time, what is happening in 

the eventful Universe? Nobody can find out- in naked eyes or through telescope, the present 

events of any place of space. In or under the cir cumstances- again we can take the 

resolution that- The Universe is not Expanding.  

Accordig to Rule of gravitation theory says that in the super cluster of galaxies, cluster of 

galaxies and galaxy, there are the black holes of other kinds of energy in the deep of 

gravitational world. They are moving or changing the orbit with all of their family 

members depending on the nuclear of each other. According to this rule; all the gravitation 

worlds of universe have become the victims of rolling or moving into the oval orbits of 

critical radius. The gravitational worlds of the nuclear circle of the gravitational worlds are 

expandable with other in the orbits around nucleus, resulting that the universe is 

expanding.  

The gravitational worlds of the universe in the eternal radius of the circle, in the large 

distance around from the nuclear of the circle, there are six collective worlds; they are 

closely related with each other by their gravitation through the nuclear fusion formula, 

Among the old six gravitational worlds, three collective worlds are invisible and another 

three are visible. The collective invisible worlds are three kinds of black hole and rest three 

are visible solar system. The visible worlds are in the deepest place of future from the place 

of nuclear fusion of the circle. The gravitational worlds of the nuclear circle of the 

gravitational worlds are expandable with other in the orbits around nucleus, resulting that 

the universe is expanding.  



Consequently lawfully- in our present time- We can take the resolution that- The Universe 

is not expanding. Being the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force; the visible 

worlds are going in distance from each other in the difference of movement on the 

critical radius. 

According to Rule of Time dimension theory and my research results, History of the 

universe or case is from single sight. Such as from your location- you are looking in the 

evolution- big space/universe through that nearly 14 billion light years past from us. Yet! From 

my brief theory with faculty research- I found that the 14 billion years past is on this place. Both 

locations are same and everything is center point in the Universe from own location. From our 

location- Our Home Planet is Center point in the universe. From the sun location- our sun 

is center of the Universe. From the moon location- our moon is center point in the Universe. 

From your location- you are the center and from my location- I am center of the Universe. 

Actually my very brain is centre of the Universe. The most important tale is that- in the 

Universe, own location is center past of all. In or under the circumstances- we can take the 

resolution that- The Universe is not Expanding. First Big Bang is the universe’s earliest 

known event i.e. earliest moments of the big bang and location of the big bang is- every where 

or every place in the universe. In or under these circumstances- People swiftly found out- in 

our present time and from our present location- The Universe is not expanding. 

Again from the following information and we can know- why the Universe is not 

expanding. 

As a result of the big bang, single store house of nature (Power) became divided and spreaded in 

the space. After lagging behind from the level of speed, level of power, spread of Gravitational 

force; there was evolution in the level of power. After going to the specific level of evolution 

super massive black holes or quasars and primordial black hole got its full form. After lagging 

behind from the Gravitational force and going to another specific level, super nova black holes or 

pulsars were created from the quasar or super massive black hole around which galaxies are 

continually moving in a circular motion. 

Really, from the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, the gravitational worlds are 

expanding from each other, moving around the radius of nuclear inside the circle. In the 

difference of movement, their distance boundary is always increasing in the eternal radius. 

Galaxies or planets are not going away from one another. But this scenery appears to be different 

by sitting in the real world which was not received by going to the last location of the boundary 

of the depth of imagination of our brain. So, the Universe is not expanding, Expended 

velocity of the universe is going forward towards the critical radius. 

At beginning of the creation, a part of the power of the Dark energy or Primordial black hole or 

the Infinite/Allah/God/Nature became divisible as a result of the big bang. According to this 

theory- A part of divisible power or 25% divided power is expanding or moving at first time and 

the Universe is Expanding, but at our present time, Gravitational worlds are moving or 

changing the orbit with their all family members depending on the nuclear of each other.  

In this way- can find the sketch of the universe from our present to past; The minor planets 

move around the orbit of Planet, the planets around the Star, the stars around the Ordinary 

black hole, the ordinary black holes around the Super nova black hole, the super nova black 

holes around the Super massive black hole & super massive black holes with her all familys 

members around the orbit the Primordial black hole. In or under these circumstances- The 



Universe can not be expanding. Consequently lawfully- we can say that- The Universe is 

not expanding. Being the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, the visible 

worlds are going in distance from each other in the difference of movement on the 

critical radius. 

The most remarkable issue is, if the Universe were expanding, we would not have found 

Structure of Sketch of the Universe.  

Swiftly I can take the resolutions that there was- mistaken discovery, by renowned 

scientist. Now it is 100% Purified and Completed New Discovery of the Universe.  

The Structure of sketch of the universe from the past to present is structured in a way that 

Super massive black holes with all her family’s members circle around the orbit to Origins- 

The super nova black holes around the orbit to super massive black hole, The ordinary 

black holes around the orbit to super nova black hole, The stars around the orbit to 

Ordinary black hole, The planets around the orbit to Star, The minor planets move around 

the orbit to Planet. 

Again, If is the Universe is constantly expanding, we would not find out seven kinds of 

gravitational worlds radiation/refraction on our place. From our location our Universe 

is seven divisible gravitatinal worlds, the first one of which is the unit and the rest six are 

collective. Lawfully in realism- seven divisible gravitational worlds radiation/refraction 

coming on our place- So rainbow is seven clours display. Hence, we can take the resolution 

that- The Universe is not expanding. 

Again, if the Universe were constantly expanding, we would not have found- Inside the 

Sketch of the Universe. From my research results- we can see- The Structure of Sketch of 

the Universe. In this formula: “All are combined in the material world of the space by 

their respective gravitation” As per this formula: he who created from its medium, he 

moves depending on its creation or nuclear. The minor planets move depending on its 

created nuclear of the planet. Planets & Asteroid created from the star, the planets and 

asteroid move depending on its nuclear of the star. Stars created from the ordinary black 

hole, the stars move depending on its nuclear of the ordinary black hole. Ordinary black 

holes created from the super nova black hole, the ordinary black holes move depending on 

its nuclear of the super massive black hole. Super massive black holes or first stars created 

from the Transcendent or the Primordial black hole or the Infinite, the super massive 

black holes move depending on its nuclear of the primordial black hole or the big black 

hole or the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. 

Consequently lawfully- people can see that- The Universe is not expanding. Being the 

nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, the visible worlds are going in distance 

from each other in the difference of movement on the critical radius.   

Using the telescope, Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble first observed the distribution of 

galaxies in space. Scientist discovered that the universe is expanding and lawfully, Nobel 

foundation gave Nobel Prize to the scientist in 1929.  From the long time- People & 

Students have been receiving education- The Blunder discovery and in my research- 

results- it’s now 100% completed. Consequently lawfully- Swiftly people can find out about- 

Famous Scientist- Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble’s Mistaken Discovery, 

Lawfully- now it is 100% Purified. 
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